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Secrets of Savannah: Six best friends who have known each other their entire lives. Once as thick

as thieves, the friendships among the girls have been splintered by life events, secrets and

deceptions. Now, brought together again by an inheritance of an historic Bed & Breakfast on Tybee

Island, the women must set aside their differences in order to restore their beloved Savannah

House. As each woman finds her special talent and develops it through the renovation of the inn,

they also find romanceÃ¢â‚¬â€•each of them with an unforgettable hero. The princess: Callie Duvall

was raised in the lap of luxury in Savannah, Georgia after being adopted by the Duvall family at the

age of five. When she discovers that her biological brother, Mac Donahue, is alive and well, despite

having been told as a child that he was deceased, Callie realizes her life as a Duvall has been built

on a foundation of lies. Seeking to distance herself from her father and his deception, Callie moves

to the guesthouse of Savannah House, the famous resort where she worked summers as a

teenager. On the brink of a whole new life, Callie begins spending time with her childhood friend,

Jax Holden. Jax is funny, tender and sweet. But Callie isnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t sure she can deal with her

growing feelings for him. Life has taught her that love is a dangerous emotion and she

canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t help but fear that falling for Jax will make her world unravel.Businessman Jax Holden

has been in love with his childhood friend, Callie Duvall, for as long as he can remember. For many

years, Callie has viewed Jax as nothing more than a thorn in her side. Now, heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

determined to win the love of the one woman who owns him heart and soul. As the two begin a

relationship, Jax begins to feel Callie thaw toward him. But when JaxÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s employment with

Duvall Investments, the company CallieÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s father owns, places him at odds with Callie,

heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll have to fight to win CallieÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s love. Can Jax convince Callie to give their love

the chance it deserves?
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It was great to finally read this book that brought Mac and Callie's family life full circle to a loving

conclusion for both of them. Callie and Jax's long-time friendship turned to finally-recognized love

was a fitting conclusion at the wedding of Mac and Delilah.

This was a wonderful book. I loved learning about Callie and her friends, Jax, Miss Hattie and Pearl.

I can't wait to read more in the series. I loved how Mac was in the story. It helped the transition to

the new series. Belle is a wonderful author.

"Till The End Of Time" is like a wonderful drink of refreshing water while wandering in the desert.

After months of longing for more stories about the fabulous Donahue family, author Belle Calhoune

gives us a breath of hope with the beginning of a new series that starts with Mac Donahue's

mysterious sister, Callie, whom he was ecstatic to find near the end of the book of his life in the

Seven Brides for Seven Brothers series. Callie had been adopted by a very wealthy, but hurting,

family from Savannah, GA through a black market agency, and her existence prior to her adoption

had been all but wiped from history. Callie's book begins shortly after she discovers that her

adoptive parents purposely hid Mac's existence from her, having told her he was dead. "Till The

End Of Time" weaves a moving tale of Callie leaving her adoptive family's mansion to try to make

sense of her life, and her attempt to find happiness. I found the story believable because, though I

enjoyed a wonderful childhood and great family life, some of my friends did not, and I ached for

them as they tried to come to terms with sometimes unbelievable intrigue. I thoroughly enjoyed "Till



The End Of Time" and eagerly look forward to the rest of the stories in this series where glimpses of

events in the lives of the Donahues will appear.

I had a hard time putting this novel down...it was that interesting. For me it was never wait to change

plans always pray so God can show you the answer. Be honest with people you love & if you hsve

something to tell them that might hurt them dont wait till its to late & they gind out another way. You

never know when there is someone lurking in the background just waiting to hurt you. Also never

give up on God.

A good book to follow after " The Donahue Boys". It brought closure to Mac and Callie's childhood

and their ultimate reunion. Loved the romance between Callie and Jax, and the family and friends

Callie acquired when she was moved to Savanah. Sweet, clean story.

Heart warming easy read. Love Love Love

I loved this book, it wonderful . You are a great writer, what a great gift the Lord has gave. you And

thank you for keeping the price low enough that I have been able to buy the book. keep writing.

Thank You Molly

Enjoyable read about what is important in our lives. Author shows importance of love,forgiveness,

friendship, family and belief in a greater being is in our lives.
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